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ABSTRACT 

 

This study deals with production scheduling problem at Nutifood Nutrition Food JSC 

(Nutifood). The optimization model is developed to schedule for a single production 

line at the instant milk powder (IMP) plant, located in Binh Duong Province, which 

produces over fifty percent of company sales value. 

 

The objective is to determine the amount to be manufactured in IMP line in each cycle, 

and then optimizing production time of this line, so as to satisfy simultaneously the 

needs of sales and increase line efficiency. This model will help production planner  

staffs to derive quickly a schedule which can be considered as the best solution based on 

what data they have. 

 

This model can be applied for other production lines which need to deal with time 

optimization problem under similar set of constraints. This study is one part in 

improving Nutifood production activities through mathematical models, thereby, 

provides opportunities for cost reduction and increased competitiveness. 

 

Key words: scheduling, inventory, production time. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

 

Nutifood Nutrition Food JSC. has been established on March 29th 2000, by group of 

doctors at Hochiminh city, Vietnam. With over 15years of development, it becomes one 

of the three largest companies in infant formula milk powder in Vietnam. We have three 

factories located in Binh Duong province, Gia Lai province and Hưng Yen province. 

Each of them is responsible to produce various types of milk products for domestic 

market and for exporting purpose. 

 

Our business mission is: Each product produced aims at satisfying every nutrition need 

of Vietnamese consumers.  

 

The figure below shows some information about Nutifood distribution network in 

domestic market. The main markets of Nutifood are rural areas, especially Mekong 

River Delta and Southeast. In the period from 2012 – 2015, we have grown 

impressively. The maxim of Nutifood is “Before an expert, we look at life through the 

heart of a parent”.  

 

 

 
Figure 1.1: Distribution network 

 

Nutifood has three production factories including warehouse and four distribution 

warehouses, strategically located in South, Central and North area. Five distribution 

warehouses in Ha Nam, Hung Yen, Da Nang, Gia Lai, Binh Duong are in charge of the 

goods distribution to wholesalers. Two warehouses at Hochiminh and Bien Hoa are 

responsible for direct delivery to the retailers.     

 

The table and figure below shows some information about Nutifood production.   
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Figure 1.2: Location of NTF’s plants and warehouses 

 

 

 
Figure 1.3: Production capacity of NTF’s plants 

 

 

 

 

Plant location Products Number of lines

Instant milk powder 1

Liquid milk 10

Soya milk 2

Yoghurt 1

Liquid milk 2

Yoghurt 1

Gia Lai 

Province
100% fresh milk 2

Binh Duong 

Province

Hung Yen 

Province
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1.2 Problem statement 

 

Instant milk powder (IMP) is one of the strategic products of NTF’s business. Sales 

value of this group cover for over 50% of company income, including 15 SKUs. The 

main disadvantage is Nutifood has only one IMP line, and it is located in Binh Duong 

plant.  

 

Now, even though we have already invested in some ERP software to control data and 

to assist the planners to decide their production plan, we still cannot balance between 

inventory need and production efficiency. Everything is still to be determined based on 

emotions and experiences. 

 

The problem here is how to find a reasonable way to determine the production amount 

of each SKU per cycle and schedule them with optimal production time. 

 

This study will try to build the model to solve the above problem.  In specific, a 

mathematical model will be established and solved by excel to make it simple for the 

users, i.e., line production planners, to apply. 

 

1.3 Objectives of the study 

 

This study has two objectives: 

+ Based on previous demand data, and forecasts available, find out the reasonable 

amount to be manufactured for any SKU in the next cycle. 

+ Then, schedule the production line so that the production time can be optimized. 

 

1.4 Scope and limitation of the project 

 

This model is developed for IMP line at Binh Duong factory under the available 

technical standards only, although it can be expanded for other lines. 

 

Some of the data has been modified to suit with the security policies of the company. 

However, it will not affect the development and application of this model in practice. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Inventory concepts 

 

Inventory is goods, materials, etc…, that a company keeps in warehouses for the 

purpose of selling it or using it to produce something more valuable. 

 

A set of policies and controls that monitors levels of inventory is called by inventory 

system. It helps us to determine when we replenish stock, or how large purchase orders 

should be 

 

We need inventory because there is always a gap between supply and demand. We can 

meet this problem in any factory or any business unit. In the supply chain, there are two 

important roles of inventory: 

- Increasing the level of demand that can be satisfied by having the goods ready 

and available when the customers want it. 

- Reducing cost by exploiting economics scale that may exist during production 

and distribution. 

 

In the supply chain, inventory is including raw materials, work in process, components, 

and finished goods. It is a main cost in a supply chain and has impact on responsiveness. 

Inventory also has a big impact on the material flow time. 

 

Material flow time is the time that elapsed between the point at which material enters 

the supply chain to the point at which it exits. Throughput is the rate at which sales 

occur. The Little’s law said that: 

 

                                                                DTI   (2.1) 

With  

 I is represented for inventory 

 T is represented for material flow time 

 D is represented for throughput 

 

If we are able to reduce I while holding D constant, we will reduce T. In this situation, I 

and D must have consistent units. 

 

In a supply chain, inventory and flow time are synonymous because throughput is often 

determined by customer demand. Inventory controllers usually use some actions that 

lower the inventory level without increasing cost or reducing responsiveness, because 

almost solutions for reducing flow time usually need an investment of cost. However, if 

reducing flow time, it can be a significant advantage in a supply chain. 

 

Inventory also has a significant role in the strategies of competition of the company. If 

these strategies require a very high level of responsiveness, the company can locate 

large amounts of inventory close to the customer. A company can also reduce the level 

of inventory through centralized stocking. The trade-off implicit in the inventory driver 

is between the responsiveness that results from more inventory and the efficiency that 

results from less inventory.  
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2.2 Components of inventory decisions 

 

2.2.1 Cycle inventory 

 

Cycle inventory size is from the transportation, production, or purchase of material in 

large lot. Cycle inventory is the amount of inventory used to satisfy the demand 

between receipts of shipment. When a company deals with large lots to exploit 

economics of scales in production, transportation or purchasing, the carrying costs also 

increase. 

 

The basic trade-off here is the cost of holding larger lots of inventory versus the cost of 

ordering product frequently.  

  

2.2.2 Safety inventory 

 

If all sales forecasts were perfect, only cycle inventory would be needed. But, in real 

life, demand is difficult to forecast and sometimes may exceed expectations, and 

therefore, safety inventory is held to satisfy this risk. A key decision which inventory 

managers have to face is when determining how much safety inventory to hold. 

 

The decision of the level of safety inventory involves choosing between the inventory 

costs and the costs of losing orders due to not having enough stock.    

 

2.2.3 Seasonal inventory 

 

This is an inventory kept on hand to cope with peak seasonal demand or deficiencies in 

production capacity. Companies build up inventory when the market is in periods of low 

demand and use it for periods of high demand when the production capacity is full. 

 

If a company can rapidly change the rate of its production system at very low cost, it 

does not need a seasonal inventory. However, if the cost for changing the rate of 

production is too expensive, building up inventory during periods of low demand is 

better. 

 

To determining how much seasonal inventory to build, the basic logic is how to balance 

between the cost of carrying the additional inventory and the cost of having a more 

flexible production rate. 

 

2.2.4 Level of product availability 

 

The level of product availability is the fraction of demand that is served on time from 

product held in inventory. A high level provides a high responsiveness but increases 

cost because a lot of inventory is held but rarely used.  

 

Depend on the situation of each company, we need to consider between the cost of 

inventory to increase product availability and the loss from not serving customer.  

 

2.2.5 Inventory-related metrics 
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An inventory controller can follow some inventory-related metrics that influence the 

performance of supply chain. 

 

Average inventory: the average amount of inventory carried. It should be measured in 

units, days of demand, and financial value. 

 

Products with more than a specified number of days of inventory: this metric can be 

used to identify product that are in oversupply or identity reasons that justify the high 

inventory. 

 

Average replenishment batch size: is the average amount in each replenishment order. It 

can be estimated by averaging over time the difference between the maximum and the 

minimum inventory on hand. 

 

Average safety inventory: it is measured by stock keeping unit in both unit and days of 

demand to know the average amount of inventory on hand when a replenishment order 

arrives. 

 

2.3 Type of inventory policy 

 

Inventory management is one of most important issue of company activities. Inventory 

policies and controls help managers decide when and how much stock should be 

replenished. We have to keep a stock to cope with uncertainty problems such as 

customer demand, supplier crisis, delivery lead times… 

 

In business, inventory management usually face with some conflicting goals: 

 

Function Objective 

    

Marketing / Sales High revenues. 
  High product availability. 
    

Production Low production cost. 

  
Optimal machine 
efficiency. 

    

Finance Low inventories 
  Low cost 
    

Figure 2.1: Function objective 
 

So, a reasonable inventory policy has to balance between the objectives below: 

 

+ Maximize the level of customer service. Under-stocking is not allowed. 

+ Maximize efficiency in production or purchasing by minimizing the cost of providing 

an adequate level of customer service. 

 

There are two basic inventory control policies: continuous review policy and periodic 

review policy. The selection of an appropriate inventory policy depends on several 
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factors such as the accuracy of inventory data, cost of implementation, scope of 

business, available human resources, etc.… 

 

2.3.1 Continuous review policy 

 

This policy requires real-time updates of inventory data. You can know exactly when to 

reorder items to raise inventory level. There are two ways for continuous review: 

 

(Q,R) Policy: release a fixed quantity Q whenever the inventory position drops to the 

reorder point R or lower. 

 
Figure 2.2: Development of inventory level over time with (Q,R) policy  

 

(S,R) Policy: release a quantity Q to raise the inventory position to the order-up-to-level 

S whenever inventory position drop to the reorder point R or lower. In this case, 

quantity Q may not be fixed for different orders. If S is a constant, the (S,R) policy is 

the same as the (Q,R) policy in which S = Q+R. 

 
Figure 2.3: Development of inventory level over time with (S,R) policy 

 

Continuous review policy helps the inventory system updates data immediately but its 

main disadvantage is the cost of implementation. You must invest in strong inventory 

management software, computer systems in order to maintain and exploit data 

effectively. So, unless you are a big company with numerous employees, the application 

of continuous review will not be necessary. 

 

2.3.2 Periodic review policy 

 

0

R - Reorder point

Q
Q

Leadtime

Time --> 

Q
ua

nt
ity

 --
> 

Inventory level

order-up-to-level  S
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Inventory level is checked at fixed time intervals and order will be issued if needed. 

Periodic inventory policy helps managers spend more time for other business aspects 

because it reduces the time to control inventory data. The disadvantage of this policy is 

that managers have to decide based on some assumptions about inventory. However, in 

practice, due to its low cost and organization model isn’t too complicated, most of 

companies often used this policy. There are 02 kinds of periodic review policy: 

 

(s,S) Policy: It is the same as (Q,R) policy in continuous review. This policy is 

commonly used in short intervals (daily). During each inventory review, we will order 

or produce a quantity enough to raise the inventory position to S if it falls below s. 

 

We calculate the Q and R values as if this were a continuous review model. 

Set s equal to R – reorder point in continuous review 

Set S equal to R + Q in continuous review 

 

Base-stock level policy: This policy is commonly used in long interval (weekly, 

monthly…). We have to determine the base-stock level. Then, during each inventory 

review, order a quantity enough to raise the inventory position to the base-stock level. 

 

Formula: 

r   =  Length of inventory review period 

L  = Replenishment lead-time 

AVG  = Average weekly demand 

STD = Std. deviation of weekly demand. 

LrAVG 
 = Average demand during an interval of r+L weeks. 

SS = Safety stock 

z = Safety factor 

 

We have: 

 

LrAVG 
 = (r + L) * AVG (2.2) 

 

SS  = z * STD *√     (2.3) 

 

Base-stock level =  AVG* (r + L) + SS (2.4) 

 

Inventory level =  
     

 
 * SS (2.5) 
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CHAPTER 3 

CASE STUDY  

 

3.1 Case description 

 

Sales cycle of Nutifood has 4 weeks per cycle, 13 cycles per year. So, all other 

calendars such as demand cycle, production schedule…are built in 4 weeks also. 

Although we still check the inventory every week, but for the convenience of 

production, the production plan of the 4-week cycle will not be changed unless there are 

serious problems. However, the production plan has to be changed frequently in actual 

situation, because some products are out of stock. 

 

This situation is more serious for the IMP line, because it is used to produce 15 SKUs 

and there is just only one line in the whole production system of Nutifood. Therefore, 

how much production is needed and how to derive a reasonable production schedule are 

very important. 

 

In this study, we will answer two questions: 

 

First question: Based on the base-stock policy, determine the amount of finished goods 

to be manufactured in the next cycle. 

 

Second question: Built an LP program with appropriate constraints and find the way to 

split this amount into four weekly production schedules so that the total production time 

is minimized. 

 

3.2 Problem analysis and formulation 

 

The framework of steps used in this research project is presented in the following flow 

chart: 

 

 
Figure 3.1: Flowchart of research project  

 

 

(1) 

Nutifood’s regulations 

(2) 

Collecting data, determining base-stock level 

(3) 

Determining production quantity of the next cycle 

(4) 

Build an LP program for scheduling purpose. 
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3.2.1  Some of Nutifood regulations about food hygiene and inventory 

 

Inventory policies 

- Dairy market is one of the very competitive market. Dairy manufacturers 

often launch extraordinary promotions, and push sales volume jumpy. If 

the stock at that time is not enough for sales, the costs such as lost order, 

lost retailers, advertising costs, etc.…are very large and cannot be 

measurable. Therefore, IMP products are set the service level to be high, at 

99%.  

 

- To adapt with the sales cycle, the inventory cycle and production plan are 

built in 4 weeks also.  

 

- Finished goods will be replenished weekly, when finishing a weekly 

production cycle.  

 

- Although inventory data are checked at the end of week, but if there is no 

shortage status, the remaining weekly production schedules will not be 

changed.   

 

Food hygiene regulations 

- Dairy milk is one of high protein food groups. So, the hygiene control is 

the most important condition of production environment. 

 

- A production cycle will not be last for more than one week. This means a 

production plan has maximum 4 production cycles. A weekly maintenance 

is applied between two production cycles, usually, it happens on Sunday 

every week. 

 

- Total production time of IMP will be described as below: 

  

Figure 3.2: Production time of IMP line 

 

 Cleaning time for beginning production cycle: is including machine setup time, 

machine cleaning time at the beginning of a week. If the IMP line is stopped more than 

24 hours, it must be applied this kind of cleaning time again. It is during 180 minutes. 

 

  Cleaning time for ending production cycle: is machine cleaning time when finish 

a production cycle. It is 240 minutes. 

Cleaning time 
for changing

SKU

SKU 1 SKU 2 SKU 1 SKU 2

Week 1 Week 2

Total production time of week 1 Total production time of week 2

Cleaning time 
for beginning

production 
cycle

Cleaning time 
for ending
production 

cycle

Weekly  
maintenance

Cleaning time 
for beginning

production 
cycle

Cleaning time 
for changing

SKU

Cleaning time 
for ending
production 

cycle

Weekly  
maintenance

Cleaning 
time for 
changing

SKU

Cleaning time 
for changing

SKU
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 Cleaning time for changing SKU: is the cleaning time that is applied when we 

change production from a SKU to another SKU, or, when finishing the last SKU in 

production schedule. This kind of cleaning time is specified for each product, depending 

on the nature of them.  

  

 Processing time: is the time that the line needed to produce. The processing time 

is setup for each type of product. 

 

3.2.2 Determine base-stock level and production quantity for the next cycle 

 

The periodic review with base-stock level policy will be used for this project.  

   

Notations, definitions are shown in table below: 

 

Table 3.1: Notations, definitions of period review 

Notation Definition Measuring 

n  Total number of sales cycles per year. Each cycle has 4 

weeks  n = 13 

 

m  Total number of SKUs produced in IMP line. In this 

project, m = 15 

 

r  Length of inventory review period Week 

L  Replenishment lead time Week 

z  Safety factor  

iS  Base – stock level of SKU i, i= 1,2…m  Can (900gr) 

is  Average inventory level of SKU i, i= 1,2…m Can (900gr) 

ijD  Demand of SKU i in sales cycle j, j= 1,2…n Can (900gr) 

iAVG  Average demand of SKU i of a sales cycle 

n

D

AVG

n

j

ij

i





1

, i = 1,2,…m (3.1) 

Can (900gr) 

iAVGw  Average demand of SKU i of a week 

 
4

i
i

AVG
AVGw   , i= 1,2…m (3.2) 

Can (900gr) 

iSTD  Standard deviation of demand of SKU i  of a cycle,  

i = 1,2,…m 

Can (900gr) 

iSTDw  Standard deviation of demand of SKU i  of a cycle 

4

i
i

STD
STDw  , i = 1,2,…m (3.3) 

Can (900gr) 

iLrAVG )( 
 Average demand during an interval of r+L weeks 

 LrAVGwAVG iiLr  )( , i = 1,2,…m (3.4) 

 

Can (900gr) 
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iSS  Safety stock of SKU i, i = 1,2,…m 

LrSTDwzSS ii 
 (3.5)

 

Can (900gr) 

 

The base-stock level and average inventory level of SKU i can be determined by using 

the following formulas: 

 

  iiLri SSAVGS   )( , i = 1,2,…m (3.6) 

  

  


i
i

i SS
AVGr

s 



2

, i = 1,2,…m (3.7) 

 

The full year demand in the past is provided by the table below: 

 

Table 3.2: Full demand year in the past  

 

 

 

Itemcode Description UOM D 1 D 2 D 3 D 4 D 5 D 6 D 7

FG1 NUTINGKE can900 13,020   14,961   12,925   12,988   11,642   12,899      32,622   

FG2 NUTIIQX3 can900 126,990 180,061 129,732 186,701 107,268 203,593    125,248 

FG3 NUTIIQX4 can900 14,925   19,817   18,747   21,578   14,659   19,386      16,504   

FG4 NUTIIQG3 can900 43,952   68,960   60,447   71,131   45,120   40,561      95,552   

FG5 NUTIIQG4 can900 5,906     7,816     6,903     7,945     5,602     4,991        9,592     

FG6 NUTIMGVA can900 7,036     7,914     10,625   10,278   8,312     10,345      9,795     

FG7 NUTIMGSO can900 4,279     5,333     6,554     6,451     4,969     5,561        5,435     

FG8 NUVITAXX can900 16,553   17,630   13,826   13,158   10,836   10,808      5,426     

FG9 ENPLUSGO can900 16,299   19,407   16,126   16,973   13,588   17,531      20,732   

FG10 DIABETGO can900 8,275     9,735     8,481     9,152     7,470     9,131        13,064   

FG11 PEDIAPLU can900 58,502   55,636   59,951   61,181   35,792   47,921      102,679 

FG12 DIABETXA can900 4,810     4,817     5,510     4,318     4,375     5,222        5,767     

FG13 GROPLUSS can900 106,377 145,334 107,451 132,853 210,469 379,739    212,467 

FG14 GROPLUST can900 152,814 198,390 167,238 187,397 273,659 152,685    274,926 

FG15 NVTGROW3 can900 39,090   64,209   44,153   43,390   34,450   119,703    49,953   

Total can900 618,828 820,020 668,669 785,494 788,211 1,040,076 979,762 

Itemcode Description UOM D 8 D 9 D 10 D 11 D 12 D 13 Total

FG1 NUTINGKE can900 16,890      7,651     11,256   12,688   14,551   18,905      192,998      

FG2 NUTIIQX3 can900 135,320    152,134 92,736   97,696   99,172   150,954    1,787,605   

FG3 NUTIIQX4 can900 16,139      21,748   18,028   18,614   16,290   21,146      237,581      

FG4 NUTIIQG3 can900 87,877      59,238   52,242   65,940   74,128   110,160    875,308      

FG5 NUTIIQG4 can900 10,038      8,773     8,581     9,624     9,309     13,411      108,491      

FG6 NUTIMGVA can900 11,013      11,165   10,434   11,289   9,621     13,461      131,288      

FG7 NUTIMGSO can900 6,259        6,230     5,936     6,358     5,453     8,122        76,940        

FG8 NUVITAXX can900 19,849      14,640   11,335   8,675     7,137     10,624      160,497      

FG9 ENPLUSGO can900 23,964      35,060   28,443   18,237   18,105   26,746      271,211      

FG10 DIABETGO can900 19,955      13,037   10,422   7,828     8,758     12,448      137,756      

FG11 PEDIAPLU can900 77,929      39,671   39,697   35,864   67,326   31,644      713,793      

FG12 DIABETXA can900 9,094        5,363     4,952     5,108     5,086     6,875        71,297        

FG13 GROPLUSS can900 260,805    39,528   332,551 190,521 285,356 338,254    2,741,705   

FG14 GROPLUST can900 380,058    146,213 125,018 166,970 149,253 337,765    2,712,386   

FG15 NVTGROW3 can900 69,755      44,998   50,327   35,342   55,732   68,373      719,475      

Total can900 1,144,945 605,449 801,958 690,754 825,277 1,168,888 10,938,331 
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Based on the past year demand, the average demand and standard deviation of fifteen 

SKU are calculated by use of formulas as shown in table 3.1. The results are as below: 

 

Table 3.3: Data of weekly average demand and standard deviation 

 

 
 

When analyzing Nutifood inventory policies, we assume that: 

 

- Although inventory cycle is 4 weeks, but inventory data has to be checked every 

week.  So, length of inventory review period r is decided to be one weeks, and 

be estimated for 4 weeks continuously. 

 

- Replenishment lead time L = 1 week 

 

- Service level = 99%, so, safety factor z = 2.33 

 

The results for fifteen items using the base-stock inventory policy are shown in below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FG1 NUTINGKE can900 14,846         5,990           3,712              2,995              

FG2 NUTIIQX3 can900 137,508       35,698         34,377            17,849            

FG3 NUTIIQX4 can900 18,275         2,435           4,569              1,218              

FG4 NUTIIQG3 can900 67,331         20,847         16,833            10,424            

FG5 NUTIIQG4 can900 8,345           2,239           2,086              1,120              

FG6 NUTIMGVA can900 10,099         1,654           2,525              827                 

FG7 NUTIMGSO can900 5,918           934              1,480              467                 

FG8 NUVITAXX can900 12,346         4,155           3,087              2,078              

FG9 ENPLUSGO can900 20,862         6,071           5,216              3,036              

FG10 DIABETGO can900 10,597         3,400           2,649              1,700              

FG11 PEDIAPLU can900 54,907         20,054         13,727            10,027            

FG12 DIABETXA can900 5,484           1,265           1,371              633                 

FG13 GROPLUSS can900 210,900       103,828       52,725            51,914            

FG14 GROPLUST can900 208,645       81,317         52,161            40,659            

FG15 NVTGROW3 can900 55,344         22,599         13,836            11,300            

Total can900 841,407       

Itemcode Description UOM
IN A CYCLE IN  A WEEK

iAVG iAVGw
iSTD iSTDw
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Table 3.4: Results of base-stock level and average inventory level 

 

 
 

The data of base-stock level will be refreshed at the beginning of the new sales cycle to 

ensure that inventory control always has updated information.  

 

3.2.3 Determining production quantity of the next cycle 

 

Notations, definitions are shown in table below: 

 

Table 3.5: Notations, definitions of finding production quantity 

 

Notation Definition Measuring 

iFC  Demand forecast in a new sales cycle of SKU i,  

i = 1,2,…m 

Can (900gr) 

iFCw  Weekly demand forecast in a new sales cycle of SKU i 

4

i
i

FC
FCw     , i = 1,2,…m (3.8) 

Can (900gr) 

ikBS  Estimated beginning stock of SKU i in week k, with k = 

1,2,3,4 , i = 1,2,…m 

Can (900gr) 

ikQ  Production quantity of SKU i in week k to raise the 

inventory position to the base-stock level, with k = 

1,2,3,4   , i = 1,2,…m 

Can (900gr) 

iQ  Total replenishment produced in new sales cycle 





4

1k

iki QQ , with k = 1,2,3,4   , i = 1,2,…m (3.9) 

Can (900gr) 

 

The production quantity of  SKU i can be determined by using the following formulas: 

  iikkiik FCwQBSBS   )1(    , with k = 1,2,3,4   , i = 1,2,…m (3.10) 

  ikiik BSSQ  , with iik SBS    , with k = 1,2,3,4   , i = 1,2,…m (3.11) 

 

weeks weeks can900 can900 can900 can900

FG1 NUTINGKE can900 1.0         1.0            7,424          9,869          17,293        11,725        

FG2 NUTIIQX3 can900 1.0         1.0            68,754        58,815        127,569      76,004        

FG3 NUTIIQX4 can900 1.0         1.0            9,138          4,013          13,151        6,298          

FG4 NUTIIQG3 can900 1.0         1.0            33,666        34,348        68,014        42,765        

FG5 NUTIIQG4 can900 1.0         1.0            4,172          3,691          7,863          4,734          

FG6 NUTIMGVA can900 1.0         1.0            5,050          2,725          7,775          3,988          

FG7 NUTIMGSO can900 1.0         1.0            2,960          1,539          4,499          2,279          

FG8 NUVITAXX can900 1.0         1.0            6,174          6,847          13,021        8,391          

FG9 ENPLUSGO can900 1.0         1.0            10,432        10,004        20,436        12,612        

FG10 DIABETGO can900 1.0         1.0            5,298          5,602          10,900        6,927          

FG11 PEDIAPLU can900 1.0         1.0            27,454        33,040        60,494        39,904        

FG12 DIABETXA can900 1.0         1.0            2,742          2,086          4,828          2,772          

FG13 GROPLUSS can900 1.0         1.0            105,450      171,063      276,513      197,426      

FG14 GROPLUST can900 1.0         1.0            104,322      133,976      238,298      160,057      

FG15 NVTGROW3 can900 1.0         1.0            27,672        37,235        64,907        44,153        

Itemcode Description UOM

r L iLrAVG )(  iSS
iS is
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Based on given forecast demand and estimated beginning stock of 1
st
 week of the new 

sales cycle, we can determine the total replenishment quantity of 15 SKUs.  

 

Table 3.6: Output data for determining a needed replenishment quantity 

 

 
 

Table 3.7: Production quantity of the new sales cycle  

  

 
 

Total replenishment quantity of SKU i is the amount of SKU i produced in new cycle.  

 

As we known, total production time of SKU i includes cleaning time for beginning 

production cycle, ending production cycle, changing SKU and processing time of an 

item. There are two factors that are constant, when we start the line, we have to apply 

them. The others is changed by items.  

can900 can900 can900 can900

FG1 NUTINGKE 18,716          16,535          17,293          4,679            

FG2 NUTIIQX3 181,145        73,728          127,569        45,286          

FG3 NUTIIQX4 21,358          5,850            13,151          5,340            

FG4 NUTIIQG3 111,262        34,272          68,014          27,816          

FG5 NUTIIQG4 16,094          7,715            7,863            4,024            

FG6 NUTIMGVA 13,461          4,390            7,775            3,365            

FG7 NUTIMGSO 8,041            3,370            4,499            2,010            

FG8 NUVITAXX 10,412          4,733            13,021          2,603            

FG9 ENPLUSGO 26,746          7,191            20,436          6,687            

FG10 DIABETGO 11,951          3,921            10,900          2,988            

FG11 PEDIAPLU 31,644          22,387          60,494          7,911            

FG12 DIABETXA 7,219            2,609            4,828            1,805            

FG13 GROPLUSS 345,020        116,752        276,513        86,255          

FG14 GROPLUST 354,654        109,412        238,298        88,664          

FG15 NVTGROW3 82,048          34,591          64,907          20,512          

Total 1,239,771     447,456        935,561        309,943        

Data

DescriptionItemcode
iFC

iFCw1iBS iS

can900 can900 can900 can900 can900 can900 can900 can900 can900

FG1 NUTINGKE 758               4,679            4,679            4,679            14,795          16,535          12,614          12,614          12,614          

FG2 NUTIIQX3 53,841          45,286          45,286          45,286          189,699        73,728          82,283          82,283          82,283          

FG3 NUTIIQX4 7,301            5,340            5,340            5,340            23,319          5,850            7,812            7,812            7,812            

FG4 NUTIIQG3 33,742          27,816          27,816          27,816          117,189        34,272          40,199          40,199          40,199          

FG5 NUTIIQG4 148               4,024            4,024            4,024            12,218          7,715            3,840            3,840            3,840            

FG6 NUTIMGVA 3,385            3,365            3,365            3,365            13,481          4,390            4,410            4,410            4,410            

FG7 NUTIMGSO 1,129            2,010            2,010            2,010            7,160            3,370            2,489            2,489            2,489            

FG8 NUVITAXX 8,288            2,603            2,603            2,603            16,097          4,733            10,418          10,418          10,418          

FG9 ENPLUSGO 13,245          6,687            6,687            6,687            33,305          7,191            13,750          13,750          13,750          

FG10 DIABETGO 6,979            2,988            2,988            2,988            15,942          3,921            7,912            7,912            7,912            

FG11 PEDIAPLU 38,107          7,911            7,911            7,911            61,840          22,387          52,583          52,583          52,583          

FG12 DIABETXA 2,219            1,805            1,805            1,805            7,633            2,609            3,023            3,023            3,023            

FG13 GROPLUSS 159,761        86,255          86,255          86,255          418,526        116,752        190,258        190,258        190,258        

FG14 GROPLUST 128,886        88,664          88,664          88,664          394,877        109,412        149,635        149,635        149,635        

FG15 NVTGROW3 30,316          20,512          20,512          20,512          91,852          34,591          44,395          44,395          44,395          

Total 488,105        309,943        309,943        309,943        1,417,933     447,456        625,618        625,618        625,618        

Production quantity Estimated beginning stock

DescriptionItemcode
1iBS 2iBS 3iBS 4iBS

1iQ
2iQ 3iQ

4iQ iQ
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When the line changes item for producing, we have loss time for three reasons: 

- The more times of changing SKU are made, the more cleaning time for changing 

SKU is lost. 

- The production quantity of an item has split less, the cleaning time for changing 

SKU is more lost. 

- If we can reduce times of weekly production cycle, we can save the time for 

beginning and ending cleaning. 

 

Therefore, when an item is produced every week, we cannot have an optimal solution 

for production time. 

 

3.2.4 Building a LP program 

 

Analyzing the cleaning time for changing SKU 

 

When the IMP line is changed to produce from a SKU to another SKU, it must be 

cleaned for the purpose of food hygiene. The cleaning time of each SKU is  specified in 

the table below: 

 

Table 3.8: Cleaning time for changing SKU in IMP line 

 
 

Looking at this table, we can see that: 

• When changing from item FG1 to item FG7, we need 45 minutes for cleaning.  

• But, when changing from item FG7 to item FG1, we need 120 minutes for 

cleaning. 

• If FG7 is the last SKU produced in the week cycle, we need 45 minutes for 

cleaning. 

 

Therefore, the order in which an item is produced before the others will has impact on 

the total production time. We will analyze the table 3.8 to find down that priorities. 

 

After sorting data, there are 4 groups of cleaning time for changing SKU, we call them 

by: 

  

Group 4 includes items: FG10, FG12.   

 Group 3 includes items: FG9.  

 Group 2 includes items: FG7. 

 Group 1 included the remaining items. 

NUTINGKE NUTIIQX3 NUTIIQX4 NUTIIQG3 NUTIIQG4 NUTIMGVA NUTIMGSO NUVITAXX ENPLUSGO DIABETGO PEDIAPLU DIABETXA GROPLUSS GROPLUST NVTGROW3

Changing from FG1 FG2 FG3 FG4 FG5 FG6 FG7 FG8 FG9 FG10 FG11 FG12 FG13 FG14 FG15

NUTINGKE FG1 45                45                45                45                45                45                120             45                90                90                45                90                45                45                45                

NUTIIQX3 FG2 45                45                45                45                45                45                120             45                90                90                45                90                45                45                45                

NUTIIQX4 FG3 45                45                45                45                45                45                120             45                90                90                45                90                45                45                45                

NUTIIQG3 FG4 45                45                45                45                45                45                120             45                90                90                45                90                45                45                45                

NUTIIQG4 FG5 45                45                45                45                45                45                120             45                90                90                45                90                45                45                45                

NUTIMGVA FG6 45                45                45                45                45                45                120             45                90                90                45                90                45                45                45                

NUTIMGSO FG7 45                45                45                45                45                45                45                45                90                90                45                90                45                45                45                

NUVITAXX FG8 45                45                45                45                45                45                120             45                90                90                45                90                45                45                45                

ENPLUSGO FG9 120             120             120             120             120             120             120             120             45                45                120             45                120             120             120             

DIABETGO FG10 90                90                90                90                90                90                120             90                90                45                90                45                90                90                90                

PEDIAPLU FG11 45                45                45                45                45                45                120             45                90                90                45                90                45                45                45                

DIABETXA FG12 90                90                90                90                90                90                120             90                90                45                90                45                90                90                90                

GROPLUSS FG13 45                45                45                45                45                45                120             45                90                90                45                90                45                45                45                

GROPLUST FG14 45                45                45                45                45                45                120             45                90                90                45                90                45                45                45                

To NVTGROW3 FG15 45                45                45                45                45                45                120             45                90                90                45                90                45                45                45                

Description

Itemcode

CLEANING TIME FOR CHANGING SKU (minutes)
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The relationship of these groups is expressed in the following matrix 

 

 
 Figure 3.3: Flowchart of cleaning time for changing SKU in IMP line (1) 

 

• First step: Choose pairs having the minimum changing time, we have: 

 

 
 

 Figure 3.4: Flowchart of cleaning time for changing SKU in IMP line (2) 

 

 • Second step: with the cross relationship, we have 

 

Group 3  Group 1: 90min. 

  Group 2  Group 4: 120min. 

 

So, the priority for arranging to produce in a production cycle is: 

 

 
 

 Figure 3.5: Flowchart of cleaning time for changing SKU in IMP line (3) 
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We can summary this priority in the table below: 

  

Table 3.9: The priority of arranging item to produce and cleaning time for 

changing 

 

 
    

Now, the solution for minimizing the changing SKU cleaning time of a production cycle 

can help to eliminate one of the three factors that make production time to increase. 

 

Building a LP program 

 

Notations, definitions are shown in table below: 

 

Table 3.10: Notations, definitions of production time 

Notation Definition Measuring 

in  Times of repetitions of producing of SKU i in 4-week cycle,    

i= 1,2…m 

 

iR  Processing rate of SKU i, i= 1,2…m  Cans/minute. 

Wt  Weekly working time (8 hours/shift, 3 shift/day, 6 days/week) 

  864063608 Wt  

Minutes 

iBatch  Batch size of SKU i Can (900gr) 

kBt  Cleaning time for beginning production of week k, k=1,2,3,4 

 

kBt  = 180 

Minutes 

FG1 NUTINGKE 1 3
rd

45

FG2 NUTIIQX3 1 3
rd

45

FG3 NUTIIQX4 1 3
rd

45

FG4 NUTIIQG3 1 3
rd

45

FG5 NUTIIQG4 1 3
rd

45

FG6 NUTIMGVA 1 3
rd

45

FG7 NUTIMGSO 2 4
th

45

FG8 NUVITAXX 1 3
rd

45

FG9 ENPLUSGO 3 2
nd

90

FG10 DIABETGO 4 3
rd

45

FG11 PEDIAPLU 1 45 45

FG12 DIABETXA 4 1
st

45

FG13 GROPLUSS 1 3
rd

45

FG14 GROPLUST 1 3
rd

45

FG15 NVTGROW3 1 3
rd

45

Itemcode Description Group

Cleaning time 

for changing 

SKU (min.)

Priority to 

produce
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kEt  Cleaning time for ending production of week k, k=1,2,3,4 

 

kEt  = 250   

Minutes 

iCt  Cleaning time for changing SKU i,    i= 1,2…m  Minutes 

iQ  Total replenishment produced in new sales cycle 





4

1k

iki QQ , with k = 1,2,3,4   , i = 1,2,…m (3.12) 

Can (900gr) 

iPt  Processing time of SKU i, i=1,2,3,4 

 

i

i

i
R

Q
Pt 

 (3.13)

 

Minutes 

T  Total production time of 4-week cycle 

 





m

i

i

m

i

i

k

k

k

k PtCtEtBtT
11

4

1

4

1  (3.14)

 

Minutes 

N  Number of weekly production schedules in 4-week cycle 

 



k

m

i

m

i k

m

i

m

i

ii

ii

W

EtBt
EtBtW

CtPt

CtPt

RoundupN






































 
 

 

 

1 1

1 1

 (3.15)

 

  

Week 

 

From Qi which we calculated above, we can use formulas at Table 3.10 to find the 

number of weekly production schedules in a 4-week cycle. Moreover, we can know 

how many times Qi is split is reasonable. 

 

Following hygiene rule, the IMP line cannot work continuously exceeding 48 hours 

(48hours equal to 40% of Wt). So, we have: 

 

  1in  if WtPti  %40  

  Or      , With i=1,2,…m 

 

  











%40Wt

Pt
roundupn i

i  if WtPti  %40
 (3.16)

 

          

 

 

Apply this formula, we have, item GF13 and item GF14 have 2 times per item to 

produce. This mean these SKUs will appear two times per item in a 4-week cycle, but 

these have to be in separate weekly production schedule because the production 

managers don’t want to produce an item more than one time in a week. The others have 

just one time to produce in a 4-week cycle. 
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Total number of production schedules to be issued is three. This means the IMP line 

will produce during three weeks and stop in one week.   

 

Now, two remaining factors affecting the production time are solved. We find out how 

many reasonable split a total amount of production of a SKU, and how many schedules 

are used for producing total replenishment quantity. 

 

The summary will be shown in the table below:    

 

Table 3.11: The summary of number of schedules and production time 

 

 
 

Finally, we built a LP program in order to arrange which SKU will be produced in each 

weekly production schedules. 

 

Table 3.12: Notations, definitions of the LP program 

Notation Definition Measuring 

ikb  Binary variable, ikb  = 1 in case SKU i is produced in week k   ,    

i= 1,2…m, k=1,2,3,4 

 

 

ikES  Estimated ending stock of SKU i in week k , i= 1,2…m 

k=1,2,3,4 

 

Can (900gr) 

kt  Total production time  in week k , k=1,2,3,4 

 

Minutes 

ikQ  Production quantity of SKU i in week k, i= 1,2…m, k=1,2,3,4 

i

i

ik
n

Q
Q 

 (3.17)

 

 

Can (900gr) 

 

An objective function will be formulated as follows: 

cans/minute Minutes Minutes can900 can900 Minutes Minutes times

FG1 NUTINGKE 78                 7,200            45                 1,224            14,795          191               45                 1                   

FG2 NUTIIQX3 76                 7,200            45                 1,152            189,699        2,496            45                 1                   

FG3 NUTIIQX4 76                 7,200            45                 1,368            23,319          307               45                 1                   

FG4 NUTIIQG3 72                 7,200            45                 1,224            117,189        1,628            45                 1                   

FG5 NUTIIQG4 72                 7,200            45                 1,296            12,218          170               45                 1                   

FG6 NUTIMGVA 76                 7,200            45                 1,224            13,481          177               45                 1                   

FG7 NUTIMGSO 64                 7,200            45                 1,368            7,160            112               45                 1                   

FG8 NUVITAXX 76                 7,200            45                 1,296            16,097          212               45                 1                   

FG9 ENPLUSGO 70                 7,200            90                 1,224            33,305          479               90                 1                   

FG10 DIABETGO 64                 7,200            45                 1,224            15,942          249               45                 1                   

FG11 PEDIAPLU 68                 7,200            45                 1,368            61,840          909               45                 1                   

FG12 DIABETXA 64                 7,200            45                 1,224            7,633            119               45                 1                   

FG13 GROPLUSS 76                 7,200            45                 1,368            418,526        5,507            90                 2                   

FG14 GROPLUST 76                 7,200            45                 1,224            394,877        5,196            90                 2                   

FG15 NVTGROW3 76                 7,200            45                 1,296            91,852          1,209            45                 1                   

Total 1,417,933     18,959          810               

Number of weekly production schedules in 4-week cycle 3.0                                       

Data Time for processing and cleaning

19,769                                 Total time for processing and changing cleaning

Itemcode Description iQ
iR Wt

iCt iBatch
iPt

ii nCt  in

 


i

m

i

i PtCt
1

N
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  Min 



m

i

i

m

i

i

k

k

k

k PtCtEtBtT
11

4

1

4

1  

 

Constrains: 

 


4

1k

ikb  = in     with i= 1,2…m 

 Max 1ib + Max 2ib + Max 3ib + Max 4ib  = N  with i= 1,2…m 

 ikES    0 with i= 1,2…m     

    k=1,2,3,4 

kt    Wt   with k= 1,2,3,4      

 In excel, we can use the solver to solve this model. The results are described in the 

below tables: 

 

Finding the optimal of T by changing bik , we have: 

 

Table 3.13: Weekly production schedule for new cycle 

 

 
 

 

Total

can900 can900 can900 can900 can900

FG1 NUTINGKE -       -       1           -       1           -                    -                  14,795             -                  14,795                

FG2 NUTIIQX3 -       1           -       -       1           -                    189,699           -                  -                  189,699              

FG3 NUTIIQX4 1           -       -       -       1           23,319              -                  -                  -                  23,319                

FG4 NUTIIQG3 1           -       -       -       1           117,189            -                  -                  -                  117,189              

FG5 NUTIIQG4 -       1           -       -       1           -                    12,218             -                  -                  12,218                

FG6 NUTIMGVA 1           -       -       -       1           13,481              -                  -                  -                  13,481                

FG7 NUTIMGSO 1           -       -       -       1           7,160                -                  -                  -                  7,160                  

FG8 NUVITAXX -       1           -       -       1           -                    16,097             -                  -                  16,097                

FG9 ENPLUSGO -       1           -       -       1           -                    33,305             -                  -                  33,305                

FG10 DIABETGO 1           -       -       -       1           15,942              -                  -                  -                  15,942                

FG11 PEDIAPLU -       -       1           -       1           -                    -                  61,840             -                  61,840                

FG12 DIABETXA -       1           -       -       1           -                    7,633               -                  -                  7,633                  

FG13 GROPLUSS -       1           1           -       2           -                    209,263           209,263           -                  418,526              

FG14 GROPLUST 1           -       1           -       2           197,438            -                  197,438           -                  394,877              

FG15 NVTGROW3 1           -       -       -       1           91,852              -                  -                  -                  91,852                

Total 1           1           1           -        3           466,381            468,216           483,336           -                  1,417,933           

Binary variables

Itemcode Description

Production quantity

1iQ
2iQ 3iQ

4iQ
iQ1ib 2ib

3ib 4ib

can900 can900 can900 can900 can900 can900 can900 can900

FG1 NUTINGKE 11,856             7,177                  17,293               12,614               -             -             236            -             

FG2 NUTIIQX3 28,442             172,855              127,569             82,283               -             2,541         -             -             

FG3 NUTIIQX4 23,830             18,491                13,151               7,812                 352            -             -             -             

FG4 NUTIIQG3 123,645           95,830                68,014               40,199               1,673         -             -             -             

FG5 NUTIIQG4 3,692               11,887                7,863                 3,840                 -             215            -             -             

FG6 NUTIMGVA 14,506             11,140                7,775                 4,410                 222            -             -             -             

FG7 NUTIMGSO 8,520               6,509                  4,499                 2,489                 157            -             -             -             

FG8 NUVITAXX 2,130               15,624                13,021               10,418               -             257            -             -             

FG9 ENPLUSGO 504                  27,123                20,436               13,750               -             569            -             -             

FG10 DIABETGO 16,876             13,888                10,900               7,912                 294            -             -             -             

FG11 PEDIAPLU 14,476             6,565                  60,494               52,583               -             -             954            -             

FG12 DIABETXA 804                  6,633                  4,828                 3,023                 -             164            -             -             

FG13 GROPLUSS 30,497             153,505              276,513             190,258             -             2,798         2,798         -             

FG14 GROPLUST 218,187           129,523              238,298             149,635             2,643         -             2,643         -             

FG15 NVTGROW3 105,931           85,419                64,907               44,395               1,254         -             -             -             

Total 603,894           762,168              935,561             625,618             6,594         6,544         6,631         -             

180            180            180            -             

250            250            250            -             

7,024         6,974         7,061         -             

21,059                                                                       

Beginning production cleaning time

Ending production cleaning time

Total weekly production time

Total 4-week production time

Itemcode Description

Estimated ending stock T

1iES 2iES
3iES 4iES 1t 2t 3t 4t
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Summary 

 

The results of this study are summarized as follows: 

+ Objective value:  21,059 minutes is the minimum of the total production time for 4-

week cycle. 

+ Details of weekly production schedule are described below: 

 

Table 3.14: Weekly production schedule for new cycle in details 

 

 
 

In the same group, a cleaning time of changing SKU is the same, so, we do not to 

specify which SKU having higher priority order within a group, the flexibility in 

scheduling will help workshop team-leaders to be more active in using their resources.  

can900 can900 can900 can900 can900

FG1 NUTINGKE 1 3
rd

-                    -                  14,795             -                  14,795                

FG2 NUTIIQX3 1 3
rd

-                    189,699           -                  -                  189,699              

FG3 NUTIIQX4 1 3
rd

23,319              -                  -                  -                  23,319                

FG4 NUTIIQG3 1 3
rd

117,189            -                  -                  -                  117,189              

FG5 NUTIIQG4 1 3
rd

-                    12,218             -                  -                  12,218                

FG6 NUTIMGVA 1 3
rd

13,481              -                  -                  -                  13,481                

FG7 NUTIMGSO 2 4
th

7,160                -                  -                  -                  7,160                  

FG8 NUVITAXX 1 3
rd

-                    16,097             -                  -                  16,097                

FG9 ENPLUSGO 3 2
nd

-                    33,305             -                  -                  33,305                

FG10 DIABETGO 4 3
rd

15,942              -                  -                  -                  15,942                

FG11 PEDIAPLU 1 45 -                    -                  61,840             -                  61,840                

FG12 DIABETXA 4 1
st

-                    7,633               -                  -                  7,633                  

FG13 GROPLUSS 1 3
rd

-                    209,263           209,263           -                  418,526              

FG14 GROPLUST 1 3
rd

197,438            -                  197,438           -                  394,877              

FG15 NVTGROW3 1 3
rd

91,852              -                  -                  -                  91,852                

Total 466,381            468,216           483,336           -                  1,417,933           

Itemcode Description Group

Priority to 

produce in a 

week

Production quantity

1iQ
2iQ 3iQ

4iQ
iQ
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

4.1 Conclusions  

 

The aim of this research is to help the planning staffs in making decision for production 

schedule easier, less emotional than before. Moreover, it helps to find the way to 

balance between inventory need and production efficiency. The results of the case study 

have proven that.  

 

Due on optimizing production time, the total cost of production will also be improved. 

 

4.2 Recommendations 

 

Due to time limitation, this research has not analyzed the production cost and line 

capacity. In fact, the IMP line has not been run at full capacity yet, so it will not affect 

the results of the study. However, it is recommended that the cost and the capacity must 

be investigated in the future. It will help to determine a schedule in more complicated 

situation. 
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